Advance Care Planning: Putting an End to the Agonizing Perpetuation of a Pointless Debate
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Advance Directives (ADs) or living wills were first proposed in 1969 by a lawyer [1], appreciating the uncertain outcome and possible devastating burden and sequelae of potentially life-prolonging treatments initiated in patients incapable of consenting at that moment, and the necessity to offer individuals advance involvement in the hypothetical decision whether and under which circumstances to initiate, withhold, or withdraw such treatments.

Since then, ADs have been subject of constant debate. Countless papers have pointed out that ADs (the way they are traditionally conceived) have numerous theoretical flaws, and constitute an empirical failure. In the US, legislation of 1991 strengthened the role of ADs and directed public resources to advance their distribution, but the results were disappointing. Summing up the overwhelming evidence failing to support traditional ADs, ethicists have declared ‘the failure of the living will’ and consequently suggested to abandon the concept of ADs altogether [2].

The debate, however, runs in a circle. Our perplexity facing decisions to withhold or withdraw life-sustaining treatments in incompetent patients has grown, not diminished since 1969. As a secular, pluralistic society we seem to be committed to an ‘imperative of the feasible’, principally prepared to provide every treatment not literally futile to every incapable patient, almost regardless of age, state, and prognosis – despite the empirical fact that many patients would have opted otherwise had we given them the choice [3]. As flawed as ADs may be, no better means of allowing patients to opt out of the maximal treatment default have been suggested, therefore they remain in the debate.

This has to be borne in mind when appreciating the study by Hubert and colleagues presented in this issue [4]. In a self-designed questionnaire survey, a remarkable 81.5% of the invited 617 patients of a German university hospital's oncologic outpatient department answered questions relating to ADs. 31% stated to have a written AD, an increase compared with earlier surveys among comparable populations which the authors attribute to the German legislation on ADs of 2009 and/or the related extraordinary media coverage on ADs in the years 2008–2010. The German law on ADs, however, involves no incentive or even recommendation for individuals to draw up an AD, or for health care providers to encourage and support anyone doing so. Considering the disappointing experience with the – at the time much more ambitious – US Patient Self Determination Act of 1991 [5], it seems little realistic to expect a major effect of the law on the prevalence of ADs beyond what Hubert et al. have found already, or even that this moderate effect will be sustained.

Moreover, this survey confirms a gap between patients’ expectations towards physicians and physicians’ factual support with regard to ADs already known from other studies: Of the patients with an AD, less than 10% drew it up following physician advice, 26% desired more information, and only 1 of 4 ADs was written with the assistance of a physician. Of the patients without an AD, only 1 in 10 indicated that they were not interested in doing so, whereas more than 2 in 3 desired more information. Of all 377 patients whose physician had not addressed the topic, 52% wanted their physician to do so. In their discussion, the authors conclude that ‘further investigations are required to identify and remedy the discrepancy’ between patient expectations on the one hand and factual physician support on the other.

But, frankly speaking, is there any realistic prospect that after 4 decades of research and circular debate on ADs more of the same is likely to ‘remedy the discrepancy’ between what we wish ADs to achieve, and what they actually do? After all, the data of Hubert and colleagues point only to the tip of an iceberg. Since ADs are often not at hand when needed, the true availability of ADs in this sample is likely to be lower than the self-reported 1 in 3. Furthermore, physician-assisted advance planning is rare, so it remains unclear in how far the ADs represent an informed refusal. In addition, most of such ADs have shown to be forms [6] that in Germany often remain fairly vague, and do not help to guide clinically relevant treatment decisions. Moreover, in the absence of forms specifically designed for emergencies (i.e., physician’s orders for life-sustaining treatment, POLST), poorly informed relatives or professional carers as well as emergency staff are likely to...
fall back on the familiar pathways leading to maximal care, even if ADs do imply something else [6].

Interestingly, there is a conceptional alternative to the traditional AD: Advance Care Planning (ACP), that while internationally on the rise (www.acpelsociety.com) seems to remain unnoticed by many, certainly in Germany where it is hardly known [7]. ACP begins with the recognition that traditional ADs could and will never work because they fail to provide a procedural approach on the individual level, and a systemic approach on the regional level [8]. The procedural approach implies repeated facilitated conversations of every eligible interested individual and his or her family with specifically skilled health care staff, resulting in written ADs (or advance care plans) that are updated on a regular basis or whenever necessary. Facilitated disease-specific planning, for example with cancer patients [9], takes the individual disease into account and helps the patient to shape his or her decisions for likely trajectories. The systemic, regional approach [10, 11] implies: sufficient provision of trained facilitators and repeated active offers to every individual of the target population; meaningful, regionally uniform forms including a POLST equivalent to guide medical interventions in the emergency [12, 13]; continual education of all relevant health care providers so they will understand, promote and follow advance care plans of this kind and origin; and a reiterative quality assurance process. Regional or institutional ACP programs make a difference to patients, families, and staff [14, 15], their implementation requires a significant regional effort, initiating nothing less than a cultural change [9], and they finally release us from the agonizing perpetuation of the pointless debate on how to promote traditional ADs.
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